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Communication Accommodation Theory (CAT) states that people tend to adapt their com-
munication style (voice, gestures, word choice, etc.) in response to the person with whom they
interact. Originally, experiments on linguistic accommodation were confined to small scale labora-
tory settings with a handful of participants. The recent proliferation of online social networks sites
offers an opportunity to study nuances of human communication behavior on much larger scales.
Indeed, several recent studies have indicated presence of coordination in communication, e.g., [3, 1].
In particular, they show that one person’s use of a linguistic feature (e.g. prepositions) increases
the probability that a response will include the same feature. Furthermore, it has been suggested
that the relative strength of this effect may reflect the relative social status of participants [1].

Here we suggest an information-theoretic approach for measuring stylistic coordination in com-
munication. Namely, given a temporally ordered sequence of utterances (verbal or electronic state-
ments depending on the context) by two individuals, we characterize their stylistic coordination
with time-shifted mutual information. We revisit some of the case studies where linguistic coordi-
nation was reported. One of our main observations is that the observed correlations in linguistic
features can be explained by confounding factors rather than linguistic accommodation theory. In
particular, we show that almost all of the correlation between stylistic features is explained by a
simple confounding variable, namely, length of utterance. For instance, suppose a longer utterance
from user Y will tend to solicit a longer response from user X. If the probability of an utterance
containing a feature, e.g. prepositions or words whose second letter is “r”, depends only on length,
this will create the illusion of stylistic coordination on the given feature. While our results do
not completely rule out linguistic accommodation, we show that conditioning on utterance length
explains almost all the correlation in stylistic features previously reported [1]. Furthermore, we
provide a novel framework to account for confounders when measuring stylistic accommodation.
Measuring stylistic coordination with LIWC Linguistic Inquiry Word Count, or LIWC [4],
is a dictionary-based encoding scheme that has been used extensively for evaluating emotional
and psychological features in various text corpora. The latest version of the LIWC dictionary
contains around 4500 words and word stems. Each word or word stem belongs to one or more
word categories or subcategories. Various LIWC categories include positive and negative emotion,
function words, pronouns, articles, and so on. Here we focus on eight LIWC categories that have
been used in previous studies [1]: articles, auxiliary verbs, conjunctions, high-frequency adverbs,
impersonal pronouns, personal pronouns, prepositions, and quantifiers. Utterances are represented
as eight-component binary vectors indicating the presence or absence of each linguistic marker [1].
Information-theoretic characterization of coordination Consider a sequence of exchanges
between dialogue participants where user Xm responds to an utterance from user Ym. Each utter-
ance is represented as a binary variable for a given LIWC feature, m. Thus, our dataset for this
pair of users is a collection {xk, yk}Kk=1, where xk, yk = {0, 1} indicate the absence or presence of a
particular marker, and K is the total number of exchanges.

Point-wise Mutual Information (PMI) between two random variables X and Y is defined as
pmi(x, y) = log p(x|y) − log p(x). Note that pmi(x = 1, y = 1) is similar to the coordination
measure used in Refs. [1]. The expectation of pmi(x, y) over the joint distribution p(x, y) is the
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Mutual Information1 (MI), I(X : Y ) =
∑

x,y p(x, y) log p(x,y)
p(x)p(y) = H(X) − H(X|Y ). Note that

in our case the arguments are temporarily ordered: X is always the initial utterance, and Y is
the response. Thus, even though MI is symmetric with respect to its argument, the coordination
between two users may be asymmetric. We can also measure the correlation between two variables
after conditioning on a third variable, Z. Conditional Mutual Information is defined as I(X :
Y |Z) = H(X|Z)−H(X|Y, Z). We use the MI, I(Xm : Ym), and CMI, I(Xm : Ym|LX), to measure
stylistic coordination in dialogues, using Xm, Ym to denote the usage of a feature m by X in response
to the usage of feature m by Y . For CMI, we can account for the confounding effect of the length
of X’s response, LX , by conditioning on it.
Estimating mutual information from data Given a set of samples {xk, yk}Kk=1, our goal is to
estimate mutual information between X and Y . It is known that the naive plug-in estimator tends
to underestimate the entropy of a system. Instead, here we use the statistical bootstrap method
introduced by DeDeo et. al. [2], which attempts to reduce the bias of the naive estimator by
estimating a bootstrap correction term. The estimate of bias comes from comparing the entropy of
the empirical distribution to estimates of entropy from several bootstrap datasets drawn randomly
according to the empirical distribution. See [2] for more details.

Results We preformed experiments with two datasets previously studied in [1]: transcripts from
the Supreme Court hearings, and discussion among Wikipedia editors. Since we do not have
sufficient samples to calculate coordination between the pairs of individuals, X,Y , we aggregated
the statistics for pairs users as long as X ∈ Group 1, Y ∈ Group 2.
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Figure 1: We non-parametrically estimate confidence intervals for CMI under the assumption that
length explains none of the correlation (blue bars) or all of it (red bars). The red (green) dots give
the true CMI (MI). (a) Lawyers coordinating to Judges. (b) Judges coordinating to Lawyers.

For the Supreme Court data, we consider all the lawyers to be one group and all the judges to
be another group. We then calculated the coordination score from one group to another using MI
and CMI defined above. Both figures show that the correlation as measured by mutual information
(green dots) is nonzero for all eight of the stylistic features. The blue bar gives 99% confidence
intervals of conditional mutual information if length is uncorrelated with Xm, Ym. It is obtained by
calculating the CMI after permuting the sample indices of length (erasing its explanatory effect).
The red bar gives the 99% confidence intervals in case there is no stylistic coordination by estimating
CMI with Y’s utterances permuted (erasing any stylistic coordination). Conditioning on the the
length of X’s response (red dots) gives a CMI close to zero for most features, showing that almost all

1Recall that Mutual information between two variable measures the average reduction in the uncertainty of one
variable, if we know the other variable
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the correlations in stylistic features are explained by length. Additionally, by comparing Figure 1(a)
and 1(b), we find that the mutual information is significantly higher from lawyers to judges than
vice versa(the green dots on the left and right respectively), a fact that was used to suggest that
the strength of stylistic accommodation reflects social status [1]. However, this significant effect
disappears after conditioning on length (red dots). The phenomenon of higher coordination in
stylistics features from lawyers to judges is explained solely by higher coordination in length.
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Figure 2: (a) Non-admins coordinating to Admins. (b) Admins coordinating to Non-admins.
Symbols have the same interpretation as in the previous plot.

For the Wikipedia datasets, we aggregate all administrators (Admin) and normal users (Non-
admin) in two separate groups and calculate coordination from one group to another. Again, we
observe non-zero mutual information is obtained in all the features. However, this correlation
is significantly diminished when conditioning on length. In fact, both non-admins coordinating to
admins (Figure 2(a)) and admins coordinating to non-admins (Figure 2(b)) have an extremely weak
signal after conditioning on length (all below 0.005). In particular, for non-admins coordinating
to admins(Figure 2(a)), the red dots of five out of eight features lie in the zero conditional mutual
information confidence interval. For these five features in Figure 2(a), we cannot rule out the null
hypothesis that all stylistic coordination is due to the single phenomena of length coordination.

While the suggestion that one person’s use of, e.g., prepositions will (perhaps unconsciously)
lead the other to use more prepositions is fascinating, the data explored so far do not support
it. Human behavior is complicated and information theory provides a model-free way to test
for correlations that is flexible enough to account for confounding variables. Recent advances
in information-theoretic estimation are shifting these approaches from the theoretical realm into
practical and useful techniques for data analysis.
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